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ABSTRACT: We develop a model to examine the effects of Financial Accounting Stan-
dards Board �FASB� Interpretation No. 48, Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes
�FIN 48�, on the strategic interaction between publicly traded corporate taxpayers and
the government. Several of our findings contradict conjectures voiced by members of
the business community regarding the economic effects of implementing FIN 48. Spe-
cifically, taxpayers with strong facts obtain higher expected payoffs from uncertain tax
benefits and some disclosed liabilities understate the expected tax liability. Consistent
with the common conjectures, however, some taxpayers are more likely to be audited
or are deterred from entering into transactions that generate uncertain tax benefits
because of FIN 48.

Keywords: tax compliance; FIN 48; ASC 740-10-25; accounting for income taxes;
disclosure.

I. INTRODUCTION
inancial Accounting Standards Board �FASB� Interpretation No. 48, Accounting for Uncer-
tainty in Income Taxes �FIN 48, FASB 2006�, is the most significant change in financial
accounting for income taxes over the past decade. This interpretation prescribes the ac-

ounting for uncertain income tax benefits recognized in a firm’s financial statements in accor-
ance with FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes. Taxpayers are often uncertain
hether the government will assess an additional income tax payment upon audit, which would

educe tax benefits claimed in the originally filed tax return. FIN 48 dictates how uncertain tax
enefits should be measured and requires a taxpayer to disclose any liability for tax benefits
laimed on its tax return that are not permitted to be recognized in its publicly available financial
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tatements. We investigate how the strategic interaction between publicly traded corporate taxpay-
rs and the government changes as the result of this new accounting interpretation.

Tax uncertainty arises because of the difficulty in applying ambiguous tax laws to a set of
ircumstances. Shareholders and creditors previously had little information about the future cash
ayments corporations expected to make to the government arising from disputes over uncertain
ax positions. Although the FASB intended for FIN 48 to provide financial statement users with
nformation about tax uncertainty, the government also observes this new disclosure. Accordingly,
he government receives a signal about the taxpayer’s level of uncertainty about its tax filing
ositions. We model tax uncertainty in a strategic game between the taxpayer and government, and
se a nondisclosure benchmark case to examine the effect of the FIN 48 disclosure on the strategic
hoices made by the taxpayer and the government.

Early models that examined the strategic interaction between the taxpayer and the government
ssumed that the taxpayer knew its true taxable income and that the government could discover
uch income with an audit. Thus, taxpayers could perfectly anticipate the consequences of an audit
Graetz et al. 1986�. Beck and Jung �1989a� and Beck and Jung �1989b� examine tax compliance
n an environment in which taxpayers are uncertain regarding their tax liability; the latter did so
sing a game theory framework in which audit probabilities are endogenous. Other studies allow
he government to observe a signal regarding the taxpayer, which affects their strategic interaction
Sansing 1993; Mills and Sansing 2000; Beck et al. 2000, hereafter BDJ�.1 Our model features a
andatory truthful disclosure of taxpayers’ private information via the new financial reporting
isclosure regulation.

Specifically, we model the FIN 48 financial statement disclosure as a public signal from the
axpayer to the shareholders that also provides information to the government. As in Beck and
ung �1989b�, we introduce a continuum of taxpayers that differ in the strength of their filing
ositions, but each taxpayer makes a discrete tax reporting decision. The government draws
nferences regarding the taxpayer’s type from both its tax return and its financial statements before
eciding whether to audit. Our model has several features in common with BDJ. BDJ examine the
ffect of allowing a taxpayer to make a voluntary disclosure regarding its private information in
xchange for which the government agrees to waive a penalty in case a claimed tax benefit is lost
pon audit. Although the institutional setting examined in BDJ differs from the one we examine
ere in several important respects, our analysis of the effects of disclosure in Section IV identifies
oth similarities and differences in how voluntary and mandatory disclosure regimes affect tax-
ayer behavior and payoffs.

Our model imposes five important assumptions about the information environment. As in
DJ, we make assumptions that increase the government’s ability to draw inferences from the
isclosure “in order to create an environment conducive to information transfers among taxpayers
nd the tax agency” �BDJ, 248�. Thus, our assumptions reflect our primary objective, which is to
xplore the maximum extent to which FIN 48 could affect strategic choices of both the taxpayer
nd the government. This approach ensures that we determine an upper bound on the effects of
IN 48; different assumptions would yield weaker effects than those we find.

First, we assume that the taxpayer files a tax return with a single government. This assumption
liminates having a single aggregate disclosure related to tax uncertainties in multiple political
urisdictions. Second, we assume that the tax return claims at most one uncertain tax benefit.
hird, we assume that the government can observe whether the tax return claims an uncertain tax

In BDJ, the signal is in the form of a disclosure by the taxpayer. In Mills and Sansing �2000�, the signal is whether book
income exceeds or equals taxable income. In Sansing �1993�, the IRS privately observes a signal about the taxpayer’s
income, e.g., the IRS’ “DIF” score.
he Accounting Review September 2010
merican Accounting Association
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enefit. This assumption allows the government to distinguish between taxpayers that disclose no
IN 48 liability on their financial statements because they are confident of sustaining the position
nd those taxpayers that did not enter into a transaction that generates an uncertain tax benefit.
ourth, we assume that the government knows the distribution from which the taxpayer’s private

nformation is drawn. This allows the government to infer the strength of the taxpayer’s filing
osition in our model whenever the taxpayer discloses a liability associated with an uncertain tax
enefit. Finally, we assume that the taxpayer reports truthfully in the sense that the firm complies
ully with the financial reporting requirements of FIN 48.2

Our model provides important insights that are contrary to two common conjectures made by
he business community regarding the effects of FIN 48. First, we show that mandatory disclosure
f uncertainty about tax filing positions need not put all taxpayers at a disadvantage in the tax
udit process. In fact, we show that taxpayers with strong tax positions have higher expected
ayoffs from claiming uncertain tax positions post-FIN 48. To our knowledge, the possibility that
ome taxpayers may benefit from the mandatory disclosure requirements of FIN 48 has not been
iscussed by the business community or standard-setters. Second, we show that the liability
isclosed in the financial statements is not necessarily an overstatement of the expected cash
ayment. The conjecture that FIN 48 liabilities are likely to be overstated is due to the interpre-
ation’s departure from the traditional expected value approach.3 Under FIN 48, the taxpayer must
ssume that each uncertain tax benefit is audited when calculating its tax liability. Our model
llustrates that the direction of any misstatement depends on the distribution of tax benefits the
axpayer expects to retain upon audit as well as the taxpayer’s expectation of the probability of
eing audited. For some taxpayers, however, we obtain results consistent with the common con-
ectures about the effect of FIN 48. Specifically, we find that some taxpayers have lower expected
ayoffs under FIN 48. This lower payoff arises because such taxpayers either face a higher
robability of audit or refrain from entering into transactions that generate uncertain tax benefits
ue to the higher audit probability.

We compare the effects of mandatory disclosure pursuant to FIN 48 on taxpayer behavior and
ayoffs to the effects of voluntary disclosure examined in BDJ. We find that taxpayers with
ufficiently strong support for the uncertain tax position do not change their behavior as a result of
he mandatory disclosure and are better off because the government is less likely to audit them.
axpayers with weaker facts are weakly better off in the voluntary disclosure setting of BDJ, but
re weakly worse off in the mandatory disclosure setting that we examine. The difference between
he two settings is that the government must give up something �a penalty waiver� in the voluntary
etting in order to induce the taxpayer to disclose. The government does not give up anything to
et the disclosure in our mandatory disclosure setting. Thus, our study enriches our understanding
f the effects of disclosure on tax compliance by comparing the different effects of voluntary
ersus mandatory disclosure.

Not surprisingly, FIN 48 has generated broad interest and concern across the business and
cademic community, as well as among investors and regulators. Using our framework, concurrent

We emphasize that our assumptions allow us to examine an important benchmark case. Thus, for example, while truthful
reporting may not be descriptive per se, truthful reporting is conducive to information transfers. Not only is this
important in a strategic tax compliance framework, it is also consistent with the disclosure literature. See Admati and
Pfleiderer �2000, 481�, who “assume, as is often done in the literature on disclosure, that all disclosed information is
truthful. This is a reasonable assumption when antifraud laws are rigorously enforced. Also, disclosures are often made
by third parties, such as accounting firms, whom are not directly affected by the content of the disclosure and for who
the reputation for truthfulness is valuable.”
The expected value approach with respect to uncertain tax positions involves recording a liability equal to the prob-
ability of the uncertain tax position being audited multiplied by the expected tax deficiency, conditional on an audit
occurring.
he Accounting Review September 2010
American Accounting Association
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tudies by Gupta et al. �2009�, Dunbar et al. �2009�, and Lisowsky et al. �2010� examine the
ffects of FIN 48 on tax reporting. We believe our model can guide current and future research
uring the post-FIN 48 adoption period by offering a framework for thinking about the potential
conomic effects of FIN 48.

In Section II, we characterize the tax and financial reporting environment in which the tax-
ayer operates. Section III models the strategic interaction between the taxpayer and government
re-FIN 48, which we use as our nondisclosure benchmark case. Section IV models the recogni-
ion and measurement process of FIN 48 and the strategic interaction between the taxpayer and the
overnment post-FIN 48. In Section V, we address two common conjectures about the effects of
IN 48 in the context of our model and compare the effects of mandatory disclosure to the effects
f voluntary disclosure. Section VI concludes. All proofs are in Appendix A.

II. TAX AND FINANCIAL REPORTING UNDER TAX UNCERTAINTY
ax Reporting under Tax Uncertainty

We first characterize the corporate income tax research, filing, and settlement process to
larify the notion of tax uncertainty that we model and that FIN 48 was designed to address. The
axpayer has an opportunity to enter into a business transaction that produces an uncertain tax
enefit.4 Before deciding whether to enter into the transaction, the taxpayer privately observes all
elevant facts and supporting documentation with regard to the transaction. An important aspect of
he tax reporting process is that the taxpayer conducts research for purposes of applying technical
ax law to the facts and circumstances of the transaction, evaluating various tax filing positions
Magro and Nutter 2009�. If the taxpayer enters into the transaction, then the tax benefit is claimed
n a tax return filed with the government and becomes the taxpayer’s “filing position.”

The government observes the tax return and thus whether the taxpayer has entered into a
ransaction and claimed an uncertain tax benefit, but does not observe the strength of the taxpay-
r’s filing position. Because it is uncertain whether the taxpayer will prevail if the government
hallenges the claimed tax benefit, the government cannot merely assess a deficiency upon ob-
erving a claimed uncertain tax benefit; instead, it must conduct a costly audit in order to challenge
he taxpayer’s position. If the tax return is audited, then the outcome of a dispute could result in
he taxpayer retaining all, some, or none of the tax benefit originally claimed on the tax return.
igure 1 summarizes the sequence of play.

inancial Reporting under Tax Uncertainty
The financial reporting problem that FIN 48 seeks to address is how to reflect uncertain tax

enefits in its financial statements during the time that potential tax disputes remain unresolved.
he relevant accounting question is how much of the current tax benefit that the taxpayer receives

rom the uncertain tax position should be recognized as a reduction to current period income tax
xpense. Because we compare a FIN 48 mandatory disclosure regime to a benchmark pre-FIN 48
ase of no disclosure, we first highlight important financial reporting features of the pre-FIN 48
egime.

Practice varied pre-FIN 48 with respect to recognizing liabilities for uncertain tax positions.
necdotally, many corporations recognized a liability for uncertain tax benefits using a traditional

xpected value approach, although some recognized the entire tax benefit as a liability unless it
as probable of being sustained. Even when the latter approach was used, the definition of

Alternatively, the taxpayer may engage in a transaction that has an uncertain tax benefit for non-tax business reasons. In
this case, the taxpayer’s decision is not whether to engage in the transaction but is, instead, whether to claim an
uncertain tax benefit associated with the transaction on the tax return. From the point of view of our model, this
alternative framing has no effect.
he Accounting Review September 2010
merican Accounting Association
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probable” varied across companies. Furthermore, the extent to which corporations incorporated
he probability of audit into the calculation of expected tax liabilities was unclear. Evidence in
louin et al. �2007� suggests that firms generally recognized smaller liabilities pre-FIN 48 when

hey faced a lower probability of audit or detection.
Regardless of how much benefit from uncertain tax positions was recognized in financial

tatements pre-FIN 48, there was no explicit disclosure requirement. Thus, even if a taxpayer
ecognized a liability pre-FIN 48, the lack of a mandatory disclosure requirement prevented
utsiders from observing the liability directly.5 Gleason and Mills �2002� document that even large
ompanies that have material IRS deficiencies do not voluntarily disclose the amount of their tax
eserves.

FIN 48 imposes new recognition, measurement, and disclosure requirements regarding tax
ncertainty. Of particular importance is that compliance with the disclosure requirement �that is,
ruthful reporting� makes the taxpayer’s level of uncertainty transparent to the government in the
ost-FIN 48 regime. Furthermore, the recognition and measurement requirements serve to increase
he information content of the disclosure by providing consistency in the language with which

Because financial statement balance sheets only present limited detail, recorded liabilities for unrecognized tax benefits
tax would not typically be visible to the public. For example, these liabilities may have been aggregated with environ-
mental or legal liabilities. In addition, liabilities for uncertain tax positions were sometimes intermingled with deferred
tax liabilities as evidenced by the prohibition in FIN 48 against this classification �FIN 48, ¶17� and the significant
reclassification adjustments reported at adoption �e.g., in the first quarter of 2007, Verizon Communications Inc. reports
a $3 billion reduction in deferred income taxes and a corresponding increase in other liabilities as a reclassification
adjustment upon adoption of FIN 48�.

FIGURE 1
imeline Summarizing the Sequence of Play between theTaxpayer (T) and the Government (G)

• T privately observes the facts and
circumstances associated with a possible
transaction, which determine the
expected tax benefit retained upon audit,
x, and the pretax value V.

• T chooses an action a, a∈ Y,N}{ , where
Y indicates that T enters into the
transaction and claims an uncertain tax
benefit, and N indicates that T does not
enter into the transaction.

• There are no disclosure requirements pre-
FIN 48. Post- FIN 48, T discloses a
liability 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 when a =Y to reflect
the possibility of future tax payments.

• G observes a and V;
• Post-FIN 48, G also observes D;
• G audits low income reports with
probability α and incurs cost, c;

• G disputes the tax position claimed by
T and succeeds in collecting additional
tax and penalties with an expected
value of (1− x)(1+ π ) .

Period 1* Period 2

ote that Period 1 and Period 2 do not imply two equal time periods, but rather the actions of T (Period 1) and G
Period 2). Period 1 is relatively short, while Period 2 may take many years to complete.
he Accounting Review September 2010
American Accounting Association
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axpayers express their level of uncertainty. An important feature of the pre-FIN 48 regime was
hat the lack of guidance gave taxpayers no way to credibly disclose a low level of uncertainty
ith respect to an uncertain tax position.

III. TAX COMPLIANCE PRE-FIN 48
re-FIN 48 Model

Our pre-FIN 48 model examines the interaction between the taxpayer and the government
rior to the implementation of FIN 48. Thus, our benchmark case is characterized by tax uncer-
ainty without public disclosure of the taxpayer’s level of uncertainty. There are two players in our

odel: the taxpayer �T� and the government �G�. The taxpayer can take two possible actions. It
an enter into a business transaction �a � Y� or not �a � N�. The value of the transaction has two
omponents, x and V, where x is the expected tax benefit associated with entering into the trans-
ction, conditional on being audited, and V is the value of the transaction in absence of the tax
enefit.

For tractability, we simplify the model so that there are only two possible tax treatments for
transaction. We normalize the best possible tax result from entering into the transaction to 1 and

he worst possible tax result to 0. In order to model business transactions in which the tax benefit
s decisive for the taxpayer’s decision to enter into the transaction, we consider cases in which �1

V � 0. Therefore, the value of the transaction when the tax-favored treatment occurs and is
ustained is V � 1 � 0. Furthermore, the taxpayer would not enter into the transaction if it knew
he tax outcome would be unfavorable because V � 0.6 Consider V the pre-tax payoff relative to

required return; thus, we do not model transactions that lose money in raw terms, but rather,
bsent the tax benefit, the taxpayer would not choose this transaction. Municipal bonds and tax
redit investments, for example, do not lack economic substance, but they would be negative NPV
nvestments in absence of the tax benefits �Robinson 2010�.

Thus, we consider discrete tax disputes in which rejection of the taxpayer’s filing position
mplies a definitive alternative tax treatment. However, tax law ambiguity makes it hard for each
arty to determine whether the tax benefit claimed is valid. The taxpayer and the government may
herefore compromise on a settlement, even though as a matter of law a court would ultimately
ave to allow or disallow the entire claimed tax benefit. An example is a tax-free spin-off that can
nly be challenged on the grounds that it lacks economic substance. A spin-off qualifies as tax-free
nder §355 or it does not; any decision about the applicability of tax law to the transaction must
ither grant or deny the claimed tax benefit in its entirety. Tax-free mergers provide a second
xample in which a recent tax case illustrates the discrete nature of many real world disputes. To
void taxable gains of nearly $1.4 billion on the sale of a subsidiary, Times Mirror �the Company�
ngaged in complex and unconventional tax-free reverse triangular mergers with Reed Elsevier
nd Harcourt General in 1998. Upon audit in 2002, the Internal Revenue Service �IRS� recharac-
erized the reorganization as a fully taxable sale based on an argument that the transaction lacked
conomic substance, and assessed a tax deficiency of $550 million. The Company litigated the
ase and in 2006, a Tax Court judge issued a ruling that supported the IRS position disallowing
ax-free treatment. As a result, the Company paid $880 million �which included interest on the
eficiency� and then appealed. The IRS considered possible outcomes in the Seventh Circuit Court

The notion that a taxpayer would engage in transaction only if the tax outcome was favorable can be illustrated more
concretely by disclosures surrounding reorganizations. Liberty Media Group, Inc. reports the following in its 2008
annual report: “The Redemption and resulting separation of LEI from LMC are referred to as the Split Off. The Split Off
is conditioned on, among other matters, receipt of stockholder approval and receipt of a private letter ruling from the
IRS and a tax opinion from tax counsel and is expected to occur in the second quarter of 2009.”
he Accounting Review September 2010
merican Accounting Association
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f Appeals and decided to initiate settlement. In late 2007, nearly 10 years after the transaction
as entered into, the parties agreed to settle the case for $536 million �Mulligan 2007�.

The taxpayer in our model is fully informed regarding the facts of the transaction, in that it
nows how its particular facts fit within the applicable law, regulations, court cases, other author-
ty, and IRS practices regarding settling appeals. Based on these facts and circumstances, the
axpayer knows the distribution of possible audit outcomes if it enters into the transaction and the
RS audits the tax return. We assume that both the taxpayer and the government are risk-neutral,
hich implies that the mean value �pretax value plus the expected tax benefit retained upon audit�

s everything the taxpayer needs to know in order to decide whether to engage in the transaction
n the pre-FIN 48 regime.7

Finally, we assume that no firm can make a credible voluntary disclosure that would deter
overnment audits, because practice varied too much for disclosures to be meaningful until FIN 48
stablished consistent rules for recognition, measurement and the content of the disclosure. For
xample, even if a firm stated that it had recorded no liability for tax uncertainty, the government
ould not know whether the disclosure reflected a low probability of government detection or a
trong case on its merits. Gleason and Mills �2002� find that the largest 100 nonfinancial firms
arely disclosed even the amounts of IRS disputes throughout the 1990s, even when the proposed
djustments were material. In the two quarters between FIN 48 enactment and adoption, Blouin et
l. �2010� find that firms continued to not disclose contingent tax reserves. Thus, our assumption
s consistent with prior empirical findings about the frequency of tax contingency disclosures prior
o FIN 48.

Let x represent the expected value of the tax benefit that will be retained upon audit of a
ransaction that produces an uncertain tax benefit. The realization x represents the taxpayer’s
rivate information because, although the government can observe whether the taxpayer entered
nto a transaction that produced an uncertain tax benefit, it cannot observe the strength of the
nderlying position. For example, the government can tell from the tax return that the taxpayer has
een a party to a merger and has treated it as tax-free, but it cannot tell how strongly the facts
upport this characterization. In addition, we assume that the government can observe the pretax
alue, V. Thus, in the pre-FIN 48 regime, taxpayers claiming the uncertain tax benefit are indis-
inguishable to the government in terms of their level of uncertainty. We assume that x is the
ealization of a random variable drawn from a uniform �1/2, 1� distribution. The taxpayer observes
before deciding whether to enter into the transaction.8 We assume x ≥ 1/2 because we focus on

ases for which the taxpayer is more likely than not to prevail in a dispute with the government.
his ensures that no paid preparer has an obligation under Internal Revenue Code �IRC� §6694 to
isclose any information about the transaction on the tax return.

After observing a tax return that contains an uncertain tax benefit, the government audits the
ax return with probability �. The government faces an audit cost c where c � �0,1� and collects

penalty � on the expected additional tax collected �1 � x�, where � denotes the expected tax
enalty rate � � �0, 1�.9 Figure 2 summarizes the expected payoffs to the taxpayer and the
overnment when the taxpayer does and does not enter into the transaction. As illustrated in

For purposes of our focus on tax compliance, we ignore any financial reporting preferences a taxpayer might have for
either tax benefits or contingent liabilities beyond the pretax values represented in V.
When we add the FIN 48 disclosure to our model, we impose additional structure on the underlying distribution of
outcomes from which the FIN 48 liability is derived. We emphasize that x is the mean of the possible tax benefits
retained upon audit, not the outcome itself.
We impose an upper bound on the penalty rate of 100 percent to reflect the U.S. tax law, in which the penalty for
negligence is 20 percent �IRC §6662� and the penalty for fraud is 75 percent �IRC §6663�. Putting an upper bound on
the penalty rules out implausible cases in which taxpayers with very strong positions are intimidated into filing high
income reports by the presence of a draconian penalty regime.
he Accounting Review September 2010
American Accounting Association
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igure 2, we normalize the “no transaction, no audit” payoff to 0 such that the payoff to the
overnment from the “transaction, no audit” outcome is �1, and the difference between the
overnment’s payoff from the “transaction, no audit” outcome and the “transaction, audit” out-
ome is �1 � ���1 � x� � c. Thus, the aggregate payoffs make economic sense, equaling either
, V, V � c, or �c in the four cells of Figure 2.

Not entering into the transaction �a � N� gives the taxpayer a payoff of 0. Entering into the
ransaction �a � Y� gives the taxpayer a payoff of V � 1 if the tax return is not audited and an
xpected payoff of V � x � ��1 � x� if the tax return is audited. If the government does not
onduct an audit, then the government’s payoff is �1 if the taxpayer chooses a � Y and 0 if the
axpayer chooses a � N. If it conducts an audit, then the government’s payoff is �x � ��1 � x�

c if a � Y and �c if a � N. The payoff from auditing when a � N is �c, because audits are
ostly and no additional tax is collected. Thus the government never audits when a � N. The
overnment’s payoff from auditing the transaction, �x � ��1 � x� � c, reflects our assumption
hat the government may not recover all the tax on audit. In our model, audit outcomes vary
ecause they depend on the strength of taxpayer’s facts and circumstances, which determines x.

re-FIN 48 Equilibria
An equilibrium is an audit strategy for the government and a reporting strategy for each type-x

f taxpayer, where each taxpayer’s strategy is a best response to the government’s strategy and the
overnment’s strategy is a best response given the set of taxpayer strategies. When the taxpayer’s
acts and the available authority �law, judicial precedents, and administrative guidance� make the
robability of retaining more of the tax benefit relatively high, we refer to that taxpayer as having
strong position. When the taxpayer’s facts and available authority make the probability of

etaining more of the benefit relatively low, we refer to that taxpayer as not having a strong
osition.

Four types of equilibria arise. We first describe two simple equilibria in which all taxpayers
laim the uncertain tax benefit. We then develop and discuss two more complex equilibria that we
ormalize in Proposition 1.

First, if auditing is sufficiently costly, c �
1+�

4 , all taxpayers enter into the transaction and the
overnment conducts no audits. Audit costs are so high that the threat to audit is not credible;
ence, all taxpayers enter into the transaction that generates uncertain tax benefits.

When audit costs are low, c �
1+� , behavior depends on the pretax value V of the transaction

FIGURE 2
Payoff Matrix for the Taxpayer (T) and the Government (G)

Payoff Matrix [T, G] Audit No Audit

Enter into transaction (a = Y) cxxxxV −−+−−−+ )1(),1( ππ V + 1, −1

Do not enter into transaction (a = N) 0, −c 0, 0

= Y when the taxpayer enters into a transaction with a pretax value, V, and an expected tax benefit retained
pon audit, x. a = N when a taxpayer does not enter into a transaction. � is the penalty rate, and c is the cost to
he government of conducting an audit.
4

he Accounting Review September 2010
merican Accounting Association
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nd in some cases the taxpayer’s private information, x. Figure 3 depicts taxpayer and government
ehavior for the equilibria that arise when audit costs are low.

If audit costs are low and the pretax value V of the transaction is sufficiently high, V �
�−1

2 ,
hen all taxpayers are willing to enter the transaction despite a certain audit. Their willingness
rises because the pretax value of the transaction is sufficiently high, and the government is
illing to audit all transactions with uncertain tax benefits because the audit cost is sufficiently

ow.
Proposition 1 below formalizes the behavior of the government and the taxpayer for the two

quilibria for which the behavior of the taxpayer depends on the realization of x when V �
�−1

2 . If
udit costs are low and V takes on an intermediate value, 2c − 1 � V �

�−1
2 �see Proposition 1�a��,

hen the government audits all tax returns that claim uncertain tax benefits and taxpayers deter-
ine their reporting strategy according to a cutoff value x*. Taxpayers with a type-x above x*

nter into the transaction even when they are certain they will be audited, whereas taxpayers with

FIGURE 3
Pre-FIN 48 Equilibrium When c �

1+�
4 and Post-FIN 48 Equilibrium When xS 	 1 − 2c

1+�

igure 3 illustrates taxpayer and government behavior, respectively. With respect to the taxpayer, a = Y when the
axpayer enters into a transaction with a pretax value, V, and an expected uncertain tax benefit retained upon
udit, x. a = N when a taxpayer does not enter into a transaction. With respect to the government, audit means the
overnment audits all taxpayers, whereas mixed audit means the government audits taxpayers with probability,
. � is the penalty rate, and c is the cost to the government of conducting an audit.
he Accounting Review September 2010
American Accounting Association
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type-x below x* do not enter into the transaction. We emphasize that taxpayers with relatively
trong positions �x � x*� claim an uncertain tax benefit even in the face of certain audit.

Finally, when audit costs are low and the transaction value is low, V ≤ 2c � 1 �see Proposition
�b��, the threat to audit deters taxpayers from entering the transaction unless x � 1 − 2c

1+� . Because
nly taxpayers with sufficiently strong facts enter into the transaction, the government does not
ave an incentive to audit all tax returns that claim uncertain tax benefits. In equilibrium, the
overnment adopts a mixed strategy, auditing some returns and not others. Given this mixed
trategy, a taxpayer for whom x = 1 − 2c

1+� is indifferent about entering into the transaction; tax-
ayers with stronger facts enter into the transaction and taxpayers with weaker facts do not.
ikewise, the government’s expected payoff from auditing a return that claims uncertain tax
enefits is equal to its payoff from not auditing the return.

Proposition 1:

�a� If audit costs �c� are low, c �
1+�

4 , and the pretax transaction value �V� is intermediate,
2c − 1 � V �

�−1
2 , then:

�i� G audits no a � N tax returns,
�ii� G audits all a � Y tax returns,
�iii� each T chooses a � Y if x �

�−V
1+� , and chooses a � N otherwise.

�b� If c �
1+�

4 , and the pretax transaction value is low, V ≤ 2c � 1, then:
�i� G audits no a � N tax returns,
�ii� G audits a � Y tax returns with probability � = 1+V

2c ,
�iii� each T chooses a � Y if x � 1 − 2c

1+� , and chooses a � N otherwise.

IV. TAX COMPLIANCE POST-FIN 48
ost-FIN 48 Model

We next examine the interaction between the taxpayer and the government in a post-FIN 48
egime characterized by mandatory public disclosure of the taxpayer’s level of uncertainty. FIN 48
etermines the amount of the uncertain tax benefit the taxpayer may recognize in the financial
tatements under a two-step process: recognition and measurement. First, taxpayers may only
ecognize tax benefits that are more than 50 percent likely to be sustained by the court of last
esort based solely on the technical merits of the filing position. For positions that pass the
ecognition step, the measurement step then determines the amount of the tax benefit that should
e recognized, if any. The tax benefit recognized in the financial statements is the largest tax
enefit that cumulatively is greater than 50 percent likely to be sustained on audit, taking into
ccount likely settlements with the government. This two-step process is a departure from an
xpected value approach. Rather than recording an expected benefit �a mean� in which the expec-
ation incorporates audit probability, both the recognition and measurement steps under FIN 48
onsider a “more likely than not” threshold �a median� and assume the government has full
nowledge of the position.

FIN 48 requires the taxpayer to recognize a liability for the unrecognized tax benefit to offset
ome or all of the total tax benefit claimed on the tax return. Because the recognized benefit is the
edian value of the taxpayer’s retained tax benefit �the more likely than not amount�, the recog-

ized liability is equal to 1 minus the median value of the taxpayer’s retained tax benefit. Most
otable in our model is the requirement under FIN 48 that the taxpayer disclose the liability for the
nrecognized tax benefit in its publicly available financial statements. Thus, post-FIN 48 the
overnment can observe both an uncertain tax position in the tax return and the FIN 48 disclosure
n the financial statements. This allows the government to form a more precise belief regarding the
he Accounting Review September 2010
merican Accounting Association
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trength of the taxpayer’s filing position than it could pre-FIN 48. The government can use this
evised belief to determine its audit strategy. Finally, the government can observe the value of the
retax features of the transaction, V. The cost of the audit, c, is unchanged in our post-FIN-48
odel, because although the government can identify the existence of the transaction by observing

, it must still conduct a costly audit to analyze the transaction.10

We assume that the taxpayer’s facts are sufficiently strong that they pass the recognition step.
lthough some transactions would not satisfy the criteria for recognition, other features of the

nstitutional environment make this difficult to hide from the government. For example, a paid
reparer has an obligation to disclose the existence of a transaction that would fail the “more likely
han not” standard �IRC §6694; BDJ; Pauly 2008�. Because our focus is solely on the effect of FIN
8 on the strategic interaction between publicly traded corporate taxpayers and the government,
e confine our attention to settings in which the government can only condition its audit decision
n the existence of the uncertain tax position on the tax return and the firm’s FIN 48 disclosure.

To model the measurement processes of FIN 48, we introduce the function m�x�, which
epresents the median tax benefit retained upon audit, given x. The uncertain tax benefit recog-
ized under FIN 48 is 1 � m�x�. We make no assumption about whether m�x� is greater or less
han x; medians can be above or below means. We assume that m�x� is continuous, m��x� � 0 for
ll m�x� � 1, and m�1� � 1.

We allow the taxpayer to retain the full tax benefit with some positive probability p�x�. This
mplies that the expected retained benefit given some of the benefit is lost, which occurs with

robability 1 � p�x�, is
x−p�x�

1−p�x� , so that the expected retained benefit is equal to x. We define xS as

he smallest value of x for which m�x� � 1. We denote this cutoff point as xS to signify the point
bove which the taxpayer’s type-x is “strong.” We provide an example of a probability distribution
f audit outcomes that is consistent with all of our assumptions regarding p�x� and m�x� in
ppendix B.

We denote the disclosed FIN 48 liability as D, where D � �0,1�. If x � xS �i.e., taxpayer has
strong position�, then m�x� � 1 and so D � 0 because D � 1 � m�x�. If x � xS �i.e., taxpayer

oes not have a strong position�, then 0 � D � 1. The function m�x� is common knowledge, so if
� D � 1, then the government can infer x. In contrast, if D � 0, the government only knows

hat x � xS. In summary, the mean and median settlement outcomes are linked, so we let x be the
ean settlement and m�x� be the median settlement. We make x the main random variable, and
�x� is expressed as a function of x.

Two types of FIN 48 disclosures thus correspond with the measurement process of FIN 48: D
0 or 0 � D � 1. A disclosure of D � 0 in the financial statements is consistent with two

ituations. First, D � 0 when a � N, because the taxpayer did not claim an uncertain tax benefit.
econd, D � 0 when the taxpayer claims an uncertain tax benefit and has a strong position �i.e.,

he taxpayer records D � 1 � m�x� where m�x� � 1�. Because the government can observe from

0 Recall that we assume there is only one transaction in our model, so a FIN 48 disclosure fully reveals which transaction
is uncertain. For most companies of any complexity, the FIN 48 disclosure will be an aggregate liability for multiple tax
positions in multiple taxing jurisdictions. Although FASB’s initial exposure draft proposed requiring corporations to
disclose domestic and foreign components of unrecognized tax benefits separately, that finer disclosure did not survive
the adopted standard. Thus, even if the FIN 48 disclosure helps the IRS select the taxpayer for audit, the FIN 48
disclosure does not lower the cost of conducting the audit. An important real world example that supports this feature
in our model is the recent Textron case �Textron v. Comm. 2007�, in which the court disallowed the IRS access to
workpapers prepared during an audit. The business community has speculated that one of the key ways that the
government will reduce their audit cost as a result of FIN 48 is by obtaining documentation used to prepare the FIN 48
financial statement disclosure. The Textron case seems to provide taxpayers with support for asserting that the work
product privilege �Arthur Young v. Comm. 1984� applies to tax accrual workpapers that were provided to the taxpayer’s
independent auditors.
he Accounting Review September 2010
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he tax return whether the taxpayer has claimed an uncertain tax benefit, it can distinguish between
hese two situations for which D � 0.

We assume the independent audit process ensures that the disclosure D is truthful, i.e., con-
istent with FIN 48. As a result, taxpayers without strong positions cannot simply decide to
isclose D � 0 to pool with taxpayers with strong positions. Introducing another actor to the game
the independent auditor� would complicate our model and obscure our goal for this initial study.
ur goal from imposing this simplifying assumption is to strengthen the government’s information

et so that we can evaluate the maximum effect of FIN 48 on the strategic interaction between the
axpayer and the government.

We depict the possible realizations of x and associated value of D in Figure 4.

ost-FIN 48 Equilibria
We consider the equilibria that can occur in two cases: �1� x � xS, and �2� x � xS.. When x

xS, the taxpayer has a strong position, and we begin our analysis with this case.

axpayer with a Strong Position „x � xS…

A taxpayer that claims an uncertain tax benefit with a strong position discloses D � 0. When
he government observes a � Y and D � 0, it knows that x lies in the interval �xS, 1�. As before,
e first describe two simple equilibria in which taxpayers always claim the uncertain tax position.
e formalize more complex cases for taxpayers with strong positions in Proposition 2.

If xS is sufficiently high, xS � 1 − 2c
1+� , then the disclosure D � 0 deters the government from

uditing. With no government audits, all taxpayers with strong positions claim the tax benefit.
If xS � 1 − 2c

1+� , then the strategies of the taxpayer and the government depend on the pretax
alue V of the transaction and the realization of x. When the value of the transaction is high, V

�−1
2 , a taxpayer with a strong position is willing to claim the tax benefit even if an audit is

ertain. In this case, all taxpayers with a strong position claim the tax benefit, and the government
udits all returns that claim the tax benefit.

FIGURE 4
Possible Realizations of the Expected Tax Benefit, x, and Associated Values of the Disclosed

FIN 48 Liability, D

D

D = 0D = 1 – m(x)

1
x

1/2 xS

m(x)
m(x) = 10 < m(x) < 1 m(xS) = 1

he expected tax benefit retained on audit is x. The median retained benefit on audit is m(x). D = 0 is disclosed
hen taxpayers have strong positions, which implies x � xS in our model. 0 < D < 1, or 1 − m(x), is disclosed
hen taxpayers do not have strong positions, which implies that 1

2 � x � xS in our model.
he Accounting Review September 2010
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When the value of the transaction is intermediate, 2c − 1 � V �
�−1

2 , or low, V ≤ 2c � 1, the
ehavior of the taxpayer depends on the realization of x. We characterize the behavior of the
axpayer with a strong position and the government in Proposition 2 below.

When V takes on an intermediate value, 2c − 1 � V �
�−1

2 , �see Proposition 2�a��, the gov-
rnment audits all tax returns that claim uncertain tax benefits and taxpayers determine their
eporting strategy according to a cutoff value x*. Taxpayers with a type-x above x* enter into the
ransaction even when they are certain they will be audited, while taxpayers with a type-x below
* do not enter into the transaction.

When the transaction value is low, V ≤ 2c � 1 �see Proposition 2�b��, the threat to audit deters
axpayers from entering the transaction unless x � 1 − 2c

1+� . Because only taxpayers with suffi-
iently strong facts enter into the transaction, the government does not have an incentive to audit
ll tax returns that claim uncertain tax benefits. In equilibrium, the government adopts a mixed
trategy, auditing some returns and not others.

Proposition 2: When x � xS, D � 0 for both a � Y and a � N.

�a� If the lowest value of x for which no liability is recognized under FIN 48 is low xS

� 1 − 2c
1+� , and the value �V� of the transaction is intermediate, 2c − 1 � V �

�−1
2 , then:

�i� G audits no a � N tax returns,
�ii� G audits all a � Y tax returns, and
�iii� each T chooses a � Y if x �

�−V
1+� and chooses a � N otherwise.

�b� If xS � 1 − 2c
1+� and the value of the transaction is low, V ≤ 2c � 1, then:

�i� G audits no a � N tax returns,
�ii� G audits a � Y tax returns with probability � = 1+V

2c , and
�iii� each T chooses a � Y if x � 1 − 2c

1+� and chooses a � N otherwise.

axpayer without a Strong Position „x � xS…

When x � xS, the taxpayer is more likely than not to lose part of the claimed tax benefit.
hen a taxpayer without a strong position enters into a transaction that generates an uncertain tax

enefit, it must disclose 0 � D � 1, where D � 1 � m�x�. Unlike the case in which D � 0, when
he government observes a � Y and 0 � D � 1, the taxpayer’s private information, x, is fully
evealed to the government because the government knows m�x�. In this setting, both the taxpayer
nd the government are in a full information environment. We characterize the behavior of the
axpayer without a strong position and the government in Proposition 3 below.

Proposition 3: When 1
2 � x � xS, D � 1 � m�x� when a � Y and D � 0 when a � N.

�a� If x � 1 − c
1+� then:

�i� G audits no tax returns, and
�ii� all T chooses a � Y.

�b� If 1
2 	 x � 1 − c

1+� , then:
�i� G audits no a � N tax returns,
�ii� G audits all a � Y tax returns, and
�iii� each T chooses a � Y if x �

�−V
1+� and chooses a � N otherwise.

We illustrate the behavior of taxpayers and the government when c �
1+�

2 in Figures 3, 5, and
. Figure 3 represents the situation in which xS 	 1 − 2c

1+� . Recall also that Figure 3 depicts the
re-FIN 48 equilibria. Figure 5 represents xS � 1 − c

1+� , and Figure 6 represents 1 − 2c
1+� � xS

1 − c
1+� .

We emphasize that the region of each figure for which x � xS is the region for which all
axpayers that engage in the transaction disclose D � 0 and the region for which x � xS is the
egion for which all taxpayers that engage in the transaction disclose D � 1 � m�x� � 0. Thus,
he Accounting Review September 2010
American Accounting Association
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ecause Figure 5 shows a high range for xS, it depicts the situation in which audit costs are
elatively high, whereas Figure 3 represents a situation in which audit costs are relatively low.

Figure 3 characterizes the behavior of taxpayers and the government both prior to FIN 48 and
fter FIN 48 when xS 	 1 − 2c

1+� . Most taxpayers disclose no FIN 48 liability because xS is so low.
n the extreme case in which xS = 1

2 , the disclosure has no information content because all taxpay-
rs make the same disclosure. For taxpayers that disclose a FIN 48 liability, the audit costs are so
ow that the government does not need the disclosure to convince it to audit. Therefore, the FIN 48
isclosure does not affect either taxpayer or government behavior when xS 	 1 − 2c

1+� .
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the behavior of the government and the taxpayers both pre-FIN 48

nd post-FIN 48. The figures are similar, in that each features a threshold value, x*, for which
ost-FIN 48 all x ≥ x* enter into the transaction and the government does not audit. For all x �
*, the taxpayer enters into the transaction �and the government audits� post-FIN 48 when V is
igh and does not enter into the transaction when V is low. The only difference between Figures
and 6 is that the threshold value x* is less than xS in Figure 5 but is equal to xS in Figure 6. This

ifference is driven by audit costs. In Figure 5, some taxpayers enter into the transaction despite
isclosing a FIN 48 liability. In Figure 6, audit costs are low enough that taxpayers are deterred
rom entering into the transaction unless they have no FIN 48 liability. We interpret these figures
hen discussing our insights in Section V.

FIGURE 5
Comparing Equilibria Pre-FIN 48 and Post-FIN 48 When xS � 1 − c

1+�
he Accounting Review September 2010
merican Accounting Association
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V. INSIGHTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Our model contributes to our understanding of FIN 48 by challenging commonly expressed

eliefs in the business press regarding the effects of FIN 48. It also highlights the differences
etween the effects of mandatory and voluntary disclosure regimes. First, we show how some of
ur results contradict conjectures by the business press. Second, we compare our results to those
rom the BDJ model of voluntary disclosure in a strategic tax compliance setting.

hallenging Common FIN 48 Conjectures
A common conjecture about the effects of FIN 48 is that the new accounting interpretation

ill typically harm taxpayers and aid the government by providing a “road map” to a taxpayer’s
ontroversial tax return filing positions. In discussing FIN 48 during an SEC speech, Chester
patt, Chief Economist and Director of the Office of Economic Analysis of the SEC, stated that
providing publicly more information about the taxpayer’s position on salient tax issues may
rovide a ‘roadmap’ for the government that may undercut the firm’s bargaining power in the
ssociated tax disputes” �Spatt 2007�.11 Similarly, Allergan, Inc.’s comment letter to the FASB

1 Available online at: http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2007/spch030807css.htm as of July 22, 2010, Speech by SEC
staff: “The Economics of FIN 48: Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes.”

FIGURE 6
Comparing Equilibria Pre-FIN 48 and Post-FIN 48 When 1 − 2c

1+� � xS � 1 − c
1+�
he Accounting Review September 2010
American Accounting Association
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rgues that disclosures of accrued liability “will provide a readily visible red flag to all taxing
uthorities as to the magnitude of potential audit issues for which the taxing authorities should be
ooking.”12

By comparing the behavior of taxpayers and the government pre- and post-FIN 48, we show
hat some taxpayers that claim uncertain tax benefits with relatively strong positions are better off
ost-FIN 48. The shaded regions in Figures 5 and 6 are those in which the equilibrium behavior
hanges due to FIN 48. Consider Figure 5. When x � 1 − c

1+� and the FIN 48 disclosure reveals
hat x is high, the “road map” makes taxpayers better off because the government does not audit
he transaction and makes the government better off because it does not audit taxpayers with
trong positions. FIN 48 provides a credible signal that the taxpayer has relatively strong facts—a
ignal that makes both parties better off. The effects of FIN 48 are more subtle when 1 − 2c

1+�

x � 1 − c
1+� and V � 2c � 1 If x 	

�−V
1+� , then the FIN 48 disclosure deters the taxpayer from

ngaging in the transaction. This makes the government better off and the taxpayer worse off. On
he other hand, if x �

�−V
1+� , then the taxpayer is worse off because it faces certain audit, but the

overnment is better off because the government conditions its audit on the FIN 48 disclosure.
igure 6 is similar to Figure 5; the only difference is the size of the regions. Specifically, the size
f the shaded areas in which both parties are better off increases and the size of the shaded areas
n which the government is better off but the taxpayer is either indifferent or worse off decreases.

In contrast, Figure 3 reveals that the behavior of neither the taxpayer nor the government
hanges when audit costs are sufficiently low. When xS � 1 − 2c

1+� , most taxpayers disclose D � 0,
ither because they do not engage in the transaction or because x � xS. Because most taxpayers
ake the same FIN 48 disclosure, it is of little use as a signal. Conversely, taxpayers with D � 0
ere being audited in the pre-FIN 48 regime, so the disclosure of their relatively weak facts has
o effect on their probability of being audited.

Finally, we consider the effects of FIN 48 when c �
1+�

4 . There are two possibilities, which
e explain but do not illustrate in a figure. If c �

1+�
2 , then auditing is too costly in either the

re-FIN 48 or post-FIN 48 environments. In each case, every taxpayer engages in the transaction
nd the government does not audit. If 1+�

4 	 c �
1+�

2 , then auditing is too costly pre-FIN 48 but
ot necessarily post-FIN 48 because the government can condition its audit decision on the
axpayer’s FIN 48 disclosure. In absence of a FIN 48 disclosure, the government lacks a credible
hreat to audit any taxpayer if it would be unwilling to audit the average taxpayer �x = 3

4
�. With a

IN 48 disclosure, the government is weakly better off because it audits some taxpayers that do
ot have strong facts and deters other taxpayers from claiming the uncertain tax position. Taxpay-
rs are weakly worse off.

Overall, we see that FIN 48 can make the government better off but never makes it worse off.
he FIN 48 “road map” is weakly valuable to the government. But the road map can also be
aluable to the taxpayer, deterring audits with low expected payoffs to the government. Of course,
he road map can also make the taxpayer worse off, either by deterring the taxpayer from entering
nto a transaction with uncertain tax benefits or by subjecting the taxpayer to a higher audit
robability.

A second common conjecture is that FIN 48 may cause many issuers of GAAP financial
tatements to significantly overstate their ultimate tax liabilities �BNA 2006�. Critics of FIN 48
ote that because the recognition and measurement process of FIN 48 assumes that the govern-
ent will audit a particular tax return filing position, the departure from expected value will cause

he recorded liability to be greater than the expected tax payment. J. Howard Stecker, the V.P. and

2 Available online at: http://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/CommentLetter_C/CommentLetterPage?project_id�1215-001 as of
July 22, 2010.
he Accounting Review September 2010
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hief Tax Officer of Prudential Financial, wrote a comment letter to the FASB stating that the
roposed interpretation “will have the effect of consistently overstating the tax accruals for un-
ertain tax positions �relative to the responsible professional judgment under FAS 5� in direct
onflict with the conceptual framework of the Board.”13

Recall that x is the expected value of the tax benefit associated with an uncertain tax benefit
hat will be retained upon audit, � is the probability of being audited, and D is the difference
etween the “as filed” tax benefit of 1 and the median tax benefit retained on audit. Therefore, the
xpected tax liability is ��1 � x�; however, the disclosed FIN 48 liability, D, is either 1, 0, or 1 �

�x�. We denote a FIN 48 liability as either overstated when the disclosed liability exceeds the
xpected liability, understated when the expected liability exceeds the disclosed liability, or as
orrectly stated when the two are equal.

When D � 0, the disclosed liability is correctly stated when � � 0 and is understated
therwise. When D � 1, the disclosed liability is overstated. There are two factors that determine
hether the disclosed liability is overstated or understated when D � 1 � m�x�: the distribution of

xpected tax benefit retained upon audit and the probability of audit. We explore both factors in
urn. First, the implications of the distribution of the expected tax benefit retained on audit can be
xamined by comparing the expected liability, 1 � x, to the disclosed liability, 1 � m�x�, condi-
ional upon audit �i.e., when � � 1�. These two liabilities can differ because the median retained
ax benefit, m�x�, can be higher or lower than the mean retained tax benefit, x. Second, the
mplications of the probability of an audit can be addressed by comparing the expected liability,
�1 � x� to the disclosed liability, 1 � m�x�. The expected liability conditional upon audit, 1 � x,
ecreases when � � 1. However, � � 1 does not change the amount of the disclosed liability
ecause FIN 48 does not incorporate audit probabilities into the measurement process. Thus, when
he disclosed liability, 1 � m�x�, exceeds the expected liability conditional upon audit, 1 � x, � �

exacerbates the amount by which the disclosed liability is overstated. However, when the
xpected liability conditional upon audit, 1 � x, exceeds the disclosed liability, 1 �m�x�, � � 1
esults in a disclosed liability that could be higher, lower, or equal to the expected liability,
epending on the equilibrium value of �.

omparison to Voluntary Disclosure Research
BDJ analyze the effect of voluntary taxpayer disclosure on the strategic interaction between

he taxpayer and the government. Specifically, BDJ model the effect of allowing the government
o waive a penalty if the taxpayer discloses the existence of a transaction that generates uncertain
ax benefits. An important objective of BDJ is to determine the conditions under which taxpayer
isclosure would occur. The disclosure in BDJ, if made, truthfully reveals the existence of the
ransaction rather than the strength of the taxpayer’s position; thus, in equilibrium, the decision to
isclose provides only a coarse signal regarding the taxpayer’s private information. BDJ show that
he disclosure can benefit both sides of the transaction because the taxpayer can avoid penalties,
hereas the government enjoys lower audit costs.

In contrast, we model mandatory disclosure such that examining the conditions under which
isclosure occurs is not relevant. An important difference of mandatory disclosure is that the
isclosure itself does not directly affect the payoffs associated with the players’ possible actions;
ecall voluntary disclosures are made in BDJ to obtain penalty reductions. Furthermore, the man-
atory disclosure pursuant to FIN 48 allows the government to learn the strength of the taxpayer’s

3 Available online at: http://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/CommentLetter_C/CommentLetterPage?project_id�1215-001 as of
July 22, 2010.
he Accounting Review September 2010
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ncertain tax position directly, instead of inferring it from the equilibrium disclosure decisions of
ll taxpayers.

Although the voluntary and mandatory disclosure settings feature important institutional dif-
erences, the effects of disclosure in each setting have both similarities and differences. Taxpayers
ith sufficiently strong facts �low p in BDJ, high x in our study� do not change their behavior
hen disclosure is introduced in either the voluntary or mandatory disclosure settings, but actually
enefit from the possibility of disclosure in each setting because they are audited less than if no
isclosure was possible. In BDJ, taxpayers with strong facts claim the uncertain tax benefit and do
ot disclose the transaction �i.e., the expected value of the penalty reduction is so low given the
trength of their position that it does not outweigh the possibility of providing a roadmap to the
overnment�. However, the fact that other taxpayers do disclose induces the government to audit
axpayers with strong facts less frequently. In the mandatory disclosure setting, it is the direct
isclosure of the strong taxpayers’ facts that deters the government from auditing such taxpayers.

Some taxpayers with weaker facts do change their behavior when disclosure is introduced, but
n quite different ways in the two settings. When disclosure is voluntary, the possibility of disclo-
ure induces some of these taxpayers to claim the tax benefit and disclose the transaction; the
ossibility of disclosure makes these taxpayers better off. In contrast, taxpayers with weaker facts
re weakly worse off in the mandatory disclosure setting, as their disclosure induces weakly more
ggressive auditing from the government. The difference in the two settings is that the government
ust give up something �a penalty waiver� in the voluntary setting in order to induce the taxpayer

o disclose. The government does not give up anything to get the disclosure in the mandatory
isclosure setting. Thus, taken together, BDJ and our study create a cohesive understanding of the
ffects of voluntary and mandatory disclosure on strategic tax compliance.

VI. CONCLUSION
We investigate how the strategic interaction between publicly traded corporate taxpayers and

he government changes as a result of a new accounting interpretation, FIN 48, which requires
hese taxpayers to disclose liabilities in public financial statements for uncertain tax benefits
laimed on a tax return. Our model provides two interesting insights that could not be gleaned
rom a cursory examination of FIN 48.

First, we show that taxpayers are not necessarily harmed by FIN 48. In fact, we find that
axpayers with strong positions have higher expected payoffs post-FIN 48. Although the disclosed
iability does provide a roadmap in our simple one-position, one-jurisdiction model, mandatory
isclosure permits taxpayers with strong facts to benefit through truthful reporting of little or no
iability. This positive effect of FIN 48 for some taxpayers has not been documented to date. In
ddition, taxpayers with weaker facts are not necessarily harmed by FIN 48, even when the
isclosure provides a “perfect roadmap” for the government. This observation results from the
uanced relation between x and c, whereby uncertain tax benefits claimed cannot be extracted
rom taxpayers except through a costly audit, settlement, and collection process.

Second, we find that the liability disclosed under FIN 48 can be overstated or understated
elative to the expected cash payment. In contrast, International Financial Reporting Standards
IFRS� differ from U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles �GAAP� by using an expected
alue approach, which differs from the two-step recognition and measurement process under
AAP. If expected values are more relevant to shareholders, then convergence toward IFRS

tandards, accompanied by disclosure, could potentially improve financial reporting.
Our model imposes certain simplifying assumptions. Critical among these is truthful reporting

f the FIN 48 liability, because we assume that independent auditors and regulators assure such
eporting in the post-Sarbanes-Oxley period. If independent auditors assure such truthful reporting
nd if the IRS relies upon it, then one effect of FIN 48 appears to be the substitution of indepen-
he Accounting Review September 2010
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ent auditors for the government. That is, if the independent auditors decide that the tax position
s so strong that that all the benefit can be recognized and no liability recorded, then the IRS can
orgo examination. Because all public corporations receive independent audits of their GAAP
nancial statements but the IRS does not have the budget to examine all taxpayers, shifting this
ole could increase overall tax compliance by directing IRS attention to taxpayers with the weakest
ases and deterring some aggressive tax claims. To the extent that mandatory disclosure and
ost-SOX auditing rigor requires independent auditors to evaluate the merits of uncertain tax
enefits, government audit costs could decrease or government audits will be targeted more ef-
ectively. However, there may be a higher deadweight social cost due to a higher independent
udit costs. Future analytical work could consider incentives and constraints for taxpayers to
alsify their disclosures.

We believe our model also has various testable empirical implications. Over time, researchers
ould study whether the IRS more frequently audits returns with high disclosed liabilities relative
o claimed tax benefits or whether FIN 48 reduces the amount of tax planning done in large public
ompanies. In the short run, experiments and field studies could contribute evidence to test some
f the implications of our model.

APPENDIX A
roof of Proposition 1 (Pre-FIN 48)

�a��i� Not auditing when a � N is a dominant strategy for the government because c � 0.
�a��ii� The government will audit when a � Y if E��x � ��1 � x� � c� � �1. Given that

only taxpayers with x �
�−V
1+� choose a � Y, E�x � a = Y� = 1+2�−V

2+2� . Therefore, the gov-
ernment’s expected payoff from auditing when a � Y is V−1

2 − c � −1 because V � 2c
� 1. Therefore, the government audits all tax returns of a � Y.

�a��iii� A taxpayer of type x will choose a � Y if and only if the expected payoff is greater
than 0, the payoff from choosing a � N. Given that the government audits all tax
returns of a � Y, the taxpayer’s expected payoff from reporting a � Y is E�V � x �

��1 � x�� ≥ 0 for all x �
�−V
1+� . Therefore, taxpayers for whom x �

�−V
1+� choose a � Y,

and other taxpayers choose a � N.
�b��i� Same argument as in �a��i�.
�b��ii� Given that only taxpayers with x � 1 − 2c

1+� choose a � Y, E�x � a = Y� = 1−c+�
1+� . The

government is indifferent between auditing and not auditing tax returns of a � Y
because E��x � ��1 � x� � c� � �1. Therefore, the government’s strategy of
auditing tax returns of a � Y with probability � = 1+V

2c is a best response. Because V �
2c � 1, � is bounded above by 1 and because V � �1, � is bounded below by 0.

�b��iii� A taxpayer of type x will choose a � Y if and only if the expected payoff is greater
than 0, the payoff from choosing a � N. Given that the government audits when a �

Y with probability � = 1+V
2c , the expected payoff from choosing a � Y is ��V + x

− ��1 − x�� + �1 − ���V + 1� =
�1+V��2c−�1+���1−x��

2c � 0 for all x � 1 − 2c
1+� . Because c

�
1+�

4 the cutoff-value for x is greater than 1
2 . QED

roof of Proposition 2 (Post-FIN 48: x � xS)
�a��i� Not auditing when a � N is a dominant strategy for the government because c � 0.
�a��ii� The government will audit when a � Y if E��x � ��1 � x� � c� � �1. Given all

taxpayers for whom x �
�−V
1+� choose a � Y, the government’s expected payoff from

auditing when a � Y is V−1−2c
2 � −1 because V ≥ 2c � 1, and E�x � x �

�−V
1+� � = 1+2�−V

2�1+�� .

Therefore, the government audits whenever a � Y.
he Accounting Review September 2010
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�a��iii� A taxpayer of type x will choose a � Y if and only if the expected payoff is greater
than 0, the payoff from choosing a � N. Given that the government audits all tax
returns of a � Y, the expected payoff to the taxpayer when a � Y is E�V � x � ��1
� x�� � 0 for all x �

�−V
1+� .

�b��i� Same argument as in �a��i�.
�b��ii� Given that only taxpayers for whom x � 1 − 2c

1+� choose a � Y, E�x � a = Y� = 1−c+�
1+� .

The government is indifferent between auditing and not auditing tax returns of a � Y
because E��x � ��1 � x� � c� � �1. Therefore, the government’s strategy of
auditing tax returns of a � Y with probability � = 1+V

2c is a best response. Because V �
2c � 1, � is bounded above by 1 and because V � �1, � is bounded below by 0.

�b��iii� A taxpayer of type x will choose a � Y if and only if the expected payoff is greater
than 0, the payoff from choosing a � N. Given that the government audits tax returns
of a � Y with probability � = 1+V

2c , the expected payoff from reporting a � Y is

��V + x − ��1 − x�� + �1 − ���V + 1� =
�1+V��2c−�1+���1−x��

2c � 0 for all x � 1 − 2c
1+� . The

cutoff-value for x is greater than xS because xS � 1 − 2c
1+� . QED

roof of Proposition 3 (Post-FIN 48: 1
2 � x � xS)

�a��i� Not auditing when a � N is a dominant strategy for the government because c � 0.
�a��ii� The government will audit when a � Y if E��x � ��1 � x� � c� � �1. Auditing all

tax returns of a � Y is a best response by the government because x �
1+�−c

1+� .
�a��iii� A taxpayer of type-x will choose a � Y if and only if the expected payoff is greater

than 0, the payoff from choosing a � N. Given that the government audits all tax
returns of a � Y, the expected payoff from choosing a � Y is V � x � ��1 � x� ≥ 0,
which is positive if and only if x �

�−V
1+� .

�b��i� Same argument as in �a��i�. The government will audit a tax return of a � Y if ��1 �
x� � x � c ≥ �1. Not auditing when a � Y is a best response by the government
because x �

1+�−c
1+� .

�b��ii� Given that the government does not audit any tax returns, all taxpayers prefer a � Y to
a � N. QED

APPENDIX B
To model the measurement processes of FIN 48, we introduce the function m�x�, which

epresents the median tax benefit retained upon audit, given x. The uncertain tax benefit recog-
ized under FIN 48 is equal to 1 � m�x�. We make no assumption about whether m�x� is greater
r less than x; medians can be above or below means. We assume that m�x� is continuous, m�0� �
, and m�1� � 1. We also assume that m��x� � 0 for all m�x� � 1. Below, we provide an example
f a probability distribution of audit outcomes that is consistent with all of these assumptions.

Suppose a firm with private information x retains a tax benefit y that is equal to 1 with
robability p�x� = x2, and drawn from a distribution f�y� = x�yx−1� , 0�y�1 otherwise. This dis-
ribution has the following properties. First:

�
0

1

x�yx−1�dy = 1,

hich is required for a valid probability density function. Second:
he Accounting Review September 2010
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p�x� + �1 − p�x���
0

1

xy�yx−1�dy = x ,

o the expected retained tax benefit upon audit is equal to the value of the taxpayer’s private
nformation. Third, the median of the distribution, m�x�, is the value of y that solves:

�1 − p�x���
0

m�x�

x�yx−1�dy =
1

2
,

hich has a solution of m�x� = �2�1 − x2��−1/x, 1 / 2 	 x � �2 / 2, and m�x� � 1 if �2 / 2 	 x 	 1,
hich has all the assumed properties of the m�x� function.
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